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                  Our mission is to innovate

                  The Brain wire connecting dots

                  Equals9 is the mother company of An economic group with products And services using blockchain Technology to transform business
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                  A Holding's Heart

                  Feeding life to our entire Ecosystem

                  EQ9 Token is a utility token designed to Enable our projects to connect to The blockchain technology and access products and services from the group and its partners
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                      TOKENOMICS

                      EQ9 Token Allocation

                      With total supply of 1,800,000,000 for the Entire group and expected initial circulating Supply of less than 371,000,000. Lock-up period And vesting contracts will run from 2023 to 2025
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                  EQ9 Release Scheduled

                

                
                  

                

                Detailed Distribution Plan
              

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            
              A holding's ecosystem
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                  Number 9 to rule them all

                  Fibonacci's sequence is found everywhere in nature and the number nine is seen in many cultures as a sacred number, multiply any number by nine and the sum of the result will always equals nine

                

                
                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            
              
                Home of Gaming

                EqualsSports

                
                  Play tournaments hosted by the best event Organizers around the globe competing for the best prize pools.
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                  Choose your favorite game

                

                
                  
                    At equalssport you can compete among a range of famous e-sports games and also native games developed exclusive for our platform.
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                  Go Head-to-Head to collect more coins

                

                
                  
                    You can queue a challenge to anyone available and play 1x1 on your favorite game to collect more coins for you and your followers.
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                  Global Ranking and many more

                

                
                  
                    Your place on top! With many local and global rankings, you can get exclusive prizes if you are among the best.
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                  Earn with your Champions by staking

                

                
                  
                    Stake EQ9 on your favorite champions, and when they win, you also win, your balance will be frozen for at least 24h until you hit unstake, you earn based on; the amount and time your  EQ9 balance is frozen on those players.
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                  We Keep building
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                        Your money has never been so digital! We aim to revolutionize the way people use digital money, stake EQ9 as a collateral for credit lines.
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                        Talent that moves! Music and NFTs, what a combination! Be ready to earn with favorite artists and if you are an artist yourself, launch your sound at equalsnine music.
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                        Payment [R]evolution!, a place where you can enter a harvesting or locking program and, soon, where you find out which venue and partner in your city accepts EQ9 for their products and services.
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                      Signed, Sealed, Delivered!

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          We rather talk about what we accomplished and how far we've come since we were founded in 2019, we wanted a working product before release our token to the public, and also to work together with regulators to avoid speculation on key dates.

                        

                      

                    

                  

                

              

              
                
                  
                    
                      2020 highlights

                    

                    
                      
                        

                      

                    

                    
                      We acquire a store called HiveGames to test our product and market for EqualsSport, We've done some local competitive events, | We were allowed to change our holding from an LLC company to a Closed Joint Stock company to expand and fund businesses
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                      We started to build EqualsSport, we rented houses on Airbnb and turned them into devs-bootcamp to accelerate development, by the end of 2021 we had a prototype running | we also filled an administrative case at the Security and Exchange Commission of Brazil (the CVM) classifying EQ9 token as non-security asset.
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                      We started tournaments and full MPV product at EqualsSport.com| Sales for EQ9 harvesting program at EqualsVenue.com.br, Soon, the final product for EqualsSport along with many games will be live! And EQ9 exchange listing all over the world
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                      Signed, Sealed, Delivered!

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          We rather talk about what we accomplished and how far we've come since we were founded in 2019, we wanted from the beginning to have a working product before release our token to the public, and also to work together with regulators to avoid speculation on key dates.
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                      We acquire the store HiveGames&Burguers to test our product and market for EqualsSport, We've done some local competitive events, We were allowed to change our holding from an LLC company to a Closed Joint Stock company to expand and fund businesses.
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                      We started to build EqualsSport, we rented houses on Airbnb and turned them into devs-bootcamp to accelerate development, by the end of 2021 we had a prototype running, we also filled an administrative case at the Security and Exchange Commission of Brazil (the CVM) classifying EQ9 token as non-security asset.
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                      We started tournaments and full MPV product at EqualsSport.com, and EQ9 harvesting program for the first round of private sales holders at EqualsVenue.com.br, Soon, the final product for EqualsSport along with many games will be ready! And EQ9 exchange listing all over the world.

                    

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            
              
                
                  An Ever-Growing Community

                  
                    Join us! To educate and bring blockchain technology to mainstream, grow with us! As we expand and evolve. We believe in a world of opportunities, sustainable and at the core of our name EQUALITY.
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                          Discord

                          Get to know our community
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                        Youtube

                        Get to know our channel
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                        Email

                        Write to us!
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                        Twitter

                        Get all the latest news
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                        Instagram

                        Follow us
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                        Telegram

                        Get informed and involved

                      

                    
                  

                

                
                  Equals9 | Where dreams become goals
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